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Executive summary

A scenarios exercise was conducted to explore how economic, 
social, environmental and political drivers may impact 
future trade, and how this in turn might shape agricultural 
economies, and their research agendas, globally.

Ensuring an equitable food system for the global population 
will require a fundamental overhaul of the current food-
system; but the ability of the food system to change, and the 
way it can change, will be largely determined by the nature 
of drivers in the future. Delaying action to transform the food 
system will subsequently accrue costs into the long term, 
and enhance volatility in the food system. Food production 
must change, with a larger focus on quality rather quantity 
of agricultural production. This would allow a re-design of 
agricultural systems, the mitigation of risk in supply chains and 
enable diversified diets. This requires a greater recognition 
of the need for demand-side, rather than only supply-side, 
measures to affect this transition. Farmers and producers need 
supportive investment (through research, subsidies, market 
measures and capacity building) to incentivise the production 
of healthy and sustainable food. Likewise, investment in 
the best ways to include citizens in such a transformation is 
required: perhaps through increasing awareness, changing 
prices and providing other incentives and support to 
encourage consumers to consume a more resource efficient, 
healthy and diverse diet in their respective futures. 

Climate change will increase the number and impact of 
both slow and fast-onset climate impacts. Failures of crop 
production have in the past generated system wide shocks, 
and in future such events may become more severe and 
more frequent. Agricultural economies will have to adopt 
innovative adaptation measures and ensure mitigation from 
the agricultural sector in order to tackle climate change, and 
import-dependent countries need an increasing focus on 
building resilience of their food system to such shocks.

Climate change is a major threat to production and trade 
in agricultural economies, due to impacts on production, on 
trade and markets, and the wider way that climate impacts 
may drive geopolitical environments to undermine the current 
system. The current highly connected system is particularly 
vulnerable because of reliance on a small number of crops 
from a limited number of productive regions across the world, 
and it underpins diets that in many areas undermine the goals 
of public health (which in turn undermines economic growth). 
An increase in diversity of food production and in the food 
basket regions could increase the resilience of the system to 
inevitable shocks as well as improve the outcomes from the 
system. 

The scenarios indicate that the path-dependency of the 
future suggests reliance on ‘silver-bullet’ techno-optimism 

may be a risk. Recent literature on innovation in food systems 
(Barrett et al 2020a; Barrett et al 2020b) reinforces this 
point: a single technology is rarely going to work at scale 
without impacting negatively on some important aspects 
(such as inequality, health or environmental outcomes) in 
different contexts. The availability of advanced technologies 
for agricultural production, differential impacts of climate 
change in various regions and countries, preferential trade 
links between HICs and advantageous bilateral agreements 
will exacerbate inequality between countries and regions, 
without intervention. Investment decisions for technological 
development need to factor in the need for a multiplicity 
of solutions for the range of goods produced, in a range of 
farming systems, context dependencies and geographies, 
as well as the multiple objectives (sustainability, equity, 
nutritional health, economics), rather than focus on a few 
silver-bullet solutions for major commodities within intensive 
agriculture.

As well as the exact path ahead being uncertain, and 
therefore difficult to predict what tools will be needed, the 
scenarios emphasise the unpredictability and volatility of the 
future. Needs will change in short order, and decisions about 
policies and investments in the technology ecosystem need to 
increasingly address this, as well as any normative vision for 
the future.
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Human systems are increasingly interconnected (across 
sectors and space) (Liu et al., 2015), so that significant social 
determinants (like food) in any one country depend on access 
to land, water, energy, finance, transport, IT and satellites 
and more at multiple spatial scales (Benton, 2019). Given the 
rapidly changing landscape around food, its environmental 
and health impacts, the impact of climate change and 
geopolitics on production and trade networks, and potential 
changes in international rules-based cooperation, plausible 
scenarios that are not based on “business as usual thinking” 
are increasingly useful and required. The scenarios literature 
emphasises that they are most useful when there is 
uncertainty about some of the factors that may shape the 
future and when a range of outcomes may be plausible, as 
they provide the basis for challenging embedded ways of 
thinking that may constrain preparedness for alternative 
futures. Given the unsustainability of the current food system, 
and the uncertainty surrounding how it may evolve, scenario 
analysis can be a useful tool for imagining plausible futures 
as an aid to unlocking ‘business as unusual’ perspectives 
(Benton, 2019). 

The scenarios exercise described in this report provided an 
opportunity to consider a range of plausible futures and their 
implications for the trade system, and subsequent impacts 
on local agriculture and research. The outcome was a set of 
plausible scenarios and an exploration of the interventions 
that might help to minimise negative impacts and maximise 
positive impacts. 

The following sections detail the scenarios exercise 
methodology and outcomes, concluding with a set of 
interventions applicable across all scenarios. 

Introduction and background

The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development recognises 
international trade as an engine for inclusive economic growth 
and poverty reduction. Trade relationships contribute to 
shaping agriculture and food systems, including policy and 
research agendas. The past few years have demonstrated that 
the post-war architecture of multilateral cooperation is at risk 
due to national, inward looking agendas, and a move towards 
competition rather than cooperation between states. If the 
last few years’ events are projected forwards, there will be 
potentially far-reaching consequences, including on the way 
trade between nations develops.

The TempAg network commissioned Chatham House 
and New Zealand’s Our Land and Water National Science 
Challenge to conduct a scenarios exercise to explore how 
economic, social, environmental and political drivers may 
impact future trade, and how this in turn might shape 
agricultural economies, and their research agendas, globally. 
Scenarios are sets of plausible assumptions about the how 
the world might work in the future; typically presented as 
rich, dialogue driven narratives. Scenario exercises attempt 
to disrupt our linear thought pattern, through the exploration 
of possible futures in order to inform present-day decision-
making. Scenario exercises do not aim to predict the future. 
Rather, by discussing a range of plausible futures, they 
enable the discussion of how today’s decisions may play 
out if, and when, the world changes. As an exercise it forces 
us to acknowledge that today’s trends may not be shaping 
our world in 20 or 30 years, but that today’s policies may 
nonetheless be influential in shaping the options available to 
us in the future. In some cases, today’s decisions, made for 
today’s priorities, may lock us into certain ways of dealing with 
the future’s problems. Therefore, thinking through alternative 
futures can help to ensure that today’s decision-making is 
robust. Scenarios also force us to think about accentuating 
what might be positive in the future, and allow us to course-
correct. 

‘Futures thinking’ is important because of the long-term 
nature of addressing big challenges, such as providing 
high-quality diets to all from the global food system in a 
sustainable way. In short, scenario planning is about thinking 
through what could happen, and what the impact might be. 
Governments, private sector, civil society and academics have 
widely used ‘futures’ research approaches to understand 
and assess their development needs, where scenarios about 
how the world might be in the future are generated and 
used to ‘stress test’ the institutional ability to cope with the 
unexpected, define ‘pathways’ of decision making to avoid 
undesirable futures and to define innovation needs based on 
sets of assumptions. 
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Methodology

The scenarios exercise consisted of three workshops and a  
pre-circulated stimulus paper.

Stimulus paper

Ahead of the workshops, a stimulus paper was developed 
and distributed to participants (Annex 1). The paper was 
structured around the future drivers for agricultural economies 
in Europe and Australasia, with a particular focus on the 
future of trade, and how it will likely shape the agricultural 
sector (and its research needs) within the broader context 
of countries’ food systems. The paper presents background 
material about the current globally integrated food system, 
which has developed on the basis that cheaper food – through 
maximising production – is a public good, with intensification 
and liberalised trade as two principal mechanisms for 
achieving it. The paper highlights that the world is currently 
changing very fast, and the international stability taken for 
granted in recent decades is now less assured (from the 
combination of environmental-change-induced shocks and 
changing geopolitical and social drivers), and that robust 
decision making requires consideration of a range of plausible 
futures.

Future scenarios workshops

The scenarios exercise was conducted via three online 
workshops, over three days from 15-19 March 2021. Each 
workshop lasted 2.5 hours, with 30 participants from industry, 
civil society, academia, and NGOs based in the UK, EU and 
New Zealand. The aim was to explore how economic, social, 
environmental and political drivers may impact on future 
trade, and shape agricultural economies globally over the next 
few decades. The workshops were structured around plenary 
and break-out sessions, with an additive flow of content and 
activities designed to culminate with a set of plausible future 
scenarios and related trade implications – following the four 
stages typically used in scenario planning (figure 1). 

The first workshop set out the background from the stimulus 
paper and the workshop methods, including the scenario 
building process. Participants produced a set of key drivers of 
the future and classified them into ‘known unknowns’ and 
‘known knowns’. 

The key drivers across social, technical, economic and 
environmental domains that will impinge on international 
food trade (including trade policy) – such as changing 
demand, changing policies, changing disruptions from climate 
change or geopolitical trends – were discussed. These key 
drivers could be normative (e.g. actions to shift towards 
sustainable/healthy diets); could result from an economic 
or policy driver (e.g. maximising GDP, mitigating climate 

Figure 1: Four stages of scenario planning. 

Identify
driving
forces
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critical

uncertainties

Develop
plausible
scenarios

Discuss
implications
and paths

change), or could result from an event (peace or war). These 
drivers were categorised, through discussion, into those that 
are predictable with some accuracy as the ‘known knowns’ 
(e.g. increasing population size) – with a critical assessment 
of what is ‘known’ versus what is projected based on today’s 
assumptions that may not hold. The known knowns are a 
useful component in plausible scenarios, as they help to shape 
the context (e.g. an aging population) (see annex 2 for the full 
list of known knowns). 

Drivers that are likely to be important shapers of trade and 
agri-food systems, but are unpredictable (e.g. geopolitical 
stability), were listed as ‘known unknowns’. As with the known 
knowns, they could be normative, result from an economic or 
policy driver, or result from an event. The initial list was edited 
in a participatory way to group similar concepts together (e.g. 
‘changing consumer preferences’ grouped together drivers 
including a change in demand for meat, change towards 
healthy diets, and a nutrition transition).

During the second workshop, participants built the future 
scenarios by grouping key drivers of change and selecting 
(through rounds of voting in a modified Delphi method) the 
two most critical uncertainties or known unknowns (defined as 
the most important drivers shaping the future of food trade, 
but which are highly uncertain or contested in terms of how 
the drivers would develop). Pairing these two axes together 
provided a matrix with four scenarios for the future of global 
trade and agri-food systems. During the final workshop, the 
four scenarios were developed through discussion of plausible 
ways that each scenario would ‘work’ – particularly the agri-
food system, trade, governance mechanisms and economy. 
The final activity was to discuss potential decisions around 
research investment and policy choices that would maximise 
the benefits and minimise the costs within each scenario. 
Decisions and actions that would be robust across all four 
future scenarios were also identified.
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The critical uncertainties and the 
two key uncertainties

The drivers that are expected to shape the future of the food 
system and the role of trade, yet are difficult to predict how 
they will develop, were identified as:
• Changing demand for different foods 

- Dietary change (more fruits and vegetables, less meat)
- Consumer attitudes/increased awareness of health and 

sustainability issues
- Increased/decreased agency

• New technologies and impact on demand/supply 
- Digital technologies development/penetration
- Biotechnologies develop ment/penetration
- Impacts of digitalisation on market transparency
- The regulation and environmental impacts of 

alternative meat technologies (e.g., cellular meat)
• Climate risks and disruptions/emerging disease risks 

and disruptions
- Climate risks & responses
- Biodiversity risks & responses
- Mitigating the impacts of agriculture on climate 

change and biodiversity
• Shift towards sustainable economies

- Movement to circular economies (cities, countries, 
trade)

- Transition to low carbon economies (including impact 
on food supply chains via changing energy costs, e.g. 
aviation, cold chain)

- Changing attitudes and agency of individuals towards 
sustainable lifestyles

• Land use/resource allocation to food, energy, and 
climate change mitigation
- Competition for resource inputs for agriculture versus 

other sectors/purposes and impact on food supply
• Changing geopolitical stability and tensions

- Change in “great power politics” (e.g. China versus US)
- Future of multilateralism

• Changing metrics of economic growth 
- Less reliance/shift away from GDP to include natural 

capital and wellbeing
• Changing architecture of international trade

- Competition versus fragmentation
- Fragmentation versus integration
- Growing desire for food sovereignty/regionalisation/de-

globalisation
- Changing food/agricultural subsidies

• Degree to which environmental considerations will be 
built into trade agreements
- Move away from tariffs to “standards”
- Inclusion of environmental stipulations 

• Changing movement of people 
- Climate migrants/refugees 
- Economic migrants
- Insurgency 

• Changing inequality 
- Growth of populism 
- People movement 
- Growing wealth gap

From this long list, two critical uncertainties emerged, through 
the modified Delphi process, as most important - having 
potentially the biggest impact depending on how they 
develop. These were ‘changing geopolitical (and corporate) 
power and tensions’ and ‘technology development and 
adoption’:

• Changing geopolitical (and corporate) power and 
tensions: Depending on how the future plays out, it is 
plausible to imagine a world of low tension, which is stable, 
cooperative, and where countries are increasingly inter-
connected through trade, and where consolidation in the 
business sector means that major corporate players wield 
significant power. In essence, this would be a ‘business as 
usual future’ imagined in the first decade of this century. 
Alternatively, following the last decades’ disruptions: 
climate impacts, COVID-19, greater ‘Great Powers’ 
tensions and the rise of populist policies, contributing to 
trade wars and increasing conflict, the future may be a 
world of integrative high tension, competitive rather than 
cooperative, frequently disrupted, unstable. This is a future 
that is Turbulent, Uncertain, Novel and Ambiguous (TUNA) 
(Annex 1).

• Technology development and adoption: Technology 
development and adoption will present new ways to 
tackle many of today’s and future challenges. However, 
widespread adoption of new technologies are often mired 
in controversy about desirability, safety and accessibility 
for whom – the social license – and the regulatory 
and governance framework. Furthermore, the impacts 
(benefits and costs) of new technologies are unlikely to be 
evenly distributed. As such the future role of technology 
plausibly ranges from a pace not unlike that of scaling up 
technologies such as new genetic technologies for food, to 
a more techno-optimistic rapid deployment, underpinned 
by greater investment in finding and adopting 
technological solutions.

The two key uncertainties define a matrix of four plausible 
scenarios for the future of global trade and agri-food systems 
(Figure 2).



CONSERVATIVE NATIONALISM 
OR THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK
‘The old ways are the best, change is 
risky and the world should respect us 
for who we are (or were).’
• Limited trade would lead to reduction of 

livestock in NZ.
• Very little innovation in terms of agriculture.
• Going backwards to livestock produced on 

land, quantity of livestock produced intensively 
decreases.

• Bilateral trading?
• More self-sufficiency, is it good/bad?
• Not much space for agro-ecology/low tech/

business as usual/no transformation of food 
system.

PRECATIONARY PROGRESS
EU pre-COVID precautionary business 
as usual future
• Directive investments, focusing on social-

optimal outcomes, strategic decision-making.
• Develop wide range of crops rather than yield 

maximising in sub-set of crops.
• High value low footprint products traded on 

green credentials.
• Supra-national coordination on trade, 

production optimisations.
• (-ve) inequalities – slow increase in productivity.
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Figure 2: Four scenarios for the future of global trade and agri-food systems.

Four plausible scenarios for the future of global 
trade and agri-food systems

The narrative scenarios, described in detail below and 
summarised in Figure 2, were developed based on: (i) key 
characteristics (what the scenario would plausibly look like) 

(ii) transition from the current situation (how the scenario 
developed) (iii) European and antipodean agri-food economy 
characteristics (iv) the vision for agri-food and (v) the decisions 
that policy-makers, industry, academia, and citizens need to 
make over the next few years. 

OBAMA’S LEGACY OR BREXIT 
BELIEF
UK, post-Brexit, deregulated 
‘business-as-usual’ future
• Productivity driven, SI, land sparing, export 

driven.

• NZ: in a global traded world, NZ becomes 
prime global exporter with very high 
intensity/tech driven agriculture AND could 
be disrupted by plant-based substitutes, 
and perhaps slow shift towards high value 
crops (eg kiwi) AND more tree planting?

• Substantial shifts in Comp Adv so need to 
build flexibility/adaption.

TRUMP’S TRIUMPH
Deregulated, unstable, changeable, 
Trumpian ‘business-as-usual future’
• Countries with large endowments will focus on 

self-sufficiency. Has big impact on trade, and 
what is produced. In turn impacting consumer 
diets.

• Could produce more high resource foods such 
as animal products due to tech innovation.

• Less ability to hold and maintain strong 
positions – competitive and innovative 
environment.

HIGH TENSION
Competitive

Disruptive
Unstable

TUNA

RAPID CHANGE

SLOW CHANGE

LOW TENSION
Cooperative
Integrative
Big corporate
power stable

Changing geopolitical (and corporate) power and tensions

Technology  developm
ent                           and adoption
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OBAMA’S LEGACY OR BREXIT BELIEF 
UK post-Brexit, de-regulated ‘business-as-usual’ 
future. Technology development and adoption is 
rapid and the world develops as an integrated and 
cooperative one. Land sparing, productivity and 
export are strong drivers.

The year is 2040, almost 20 years ago the Biden 
administration significantly led global rapprochement 
following the Trump presidency and the world is on track to 
one imagined in the early years of the 21st century: globally 
integrated and cooperative. The COVID-19 pandemic of 
2019-2021 reshaped how we think about the world, our global 
economic systems and what we most value. Governments 
across the world were focused on a green recovery to ensure 
a sustainable and resilient return to growth and development 
after COVID-19. Price spikes in some of the agricultural 
economies due to climate impacts also changed peoples’ 
attitudes towards the need for adaptation. This led to a 
regulatory shift towards not only focusing on precautionary 
regulation but also focusing on making effective, large-scale 
changes by using advanced technologies and export-driven 
economies that are effective because of global cooperation. 

There is a high level of development and adoption of new 
technologies and stable geopolitical cooperation globally 
in this world. Availability and access to new technologies in 
high income countries (HICs) has further led to regulatory 
changes, however, the poorest and most vulnerable are still 
not benefitting to the full extent. Adoption of advanced 
technology has allowed farmers and food-processing 
companies to increase yields and streamline production 
processes, while increasing disadvantages to small-scale 
farmers; and many of the profits from the global south 
continue to flow to Multi-National Corporations (MNCs) based 
in the north. However, advanced technologies for farming 
such as precision agriculture have also been shared globally 
due to high technology innovation and adoption – yields have 
increased not only in the Global North, but also in the Global 
South. The benefits of globalisation impact all countries as 
legislation is improved to facilitate trade. There has been a 
resurgence in trust in the World Trade Organisation (WTO) 
setting the rules of the global trading environment, which 
increasingly incorporates ‘sustainability’ as an important 
element: ‘forest-free’ supply chains and sustainable 
intensification are incentivised through carbon pricing.

Recycling and circularity adopted alongside new technologies 
has created much-needed positive impacts on trade (e.g. 
reducing the necessity for imports). Resource-efficient 
production has also reduced reliance on trade imports, and 

decreased the pressure on a few breadbaskets contributing to 
the improved resilience of food systems. However, a greater 
availability of food that is also more affordable has led to 
the increased consumption of animal sourced foods and 
a wasteful diet – obesity and associated health risks have 
subsequently increased in most parts of the world.

Technology availability focused on increasing efficiencies 
such as precision agriculture and ‘sustainable intensification’, 
has resulted in an expansion of (efficient but fragile) just-
in-time supply chains. Sustainable intensification and long 
supply chains from intensive and efficient farming of major 
commodity crops at large scales, coupled with the increasing 
demand for cheaper food, have led to an overall increase 
in agricultural GHG emissions. Competition for land with 
negative emissions technologies, such as afforestation and 
biomass to offset other sector’s emissions further drives 
intensification as land becomes ever-more limited. 

Technology companies position their products as solutions to 
food security and environmental concerns. Technology sharing 
globally, with supportive policy environments for technology’s 
role in sustainable intensification, means rapid adoption and 
global progress. The power of MNCs allows them to collect 
and utilise big data to accelerate technological development, 
and to produce more at improved efficiency. The winners in 
this world can produce highly efficiently at a large scale. Some 
countries are much faster than others in the development, 
uptake, usage and innovation of new technology. Growing 
inequality through less regulated and more entrepreneurial 
innovation architecture coupled with global markets and 
profits, lead to concentrated wealth accumulation for some, 
but trade facilitates more economic growth globally for most 
countries. There is a disruption to most of the traditional 
sectors because of new technology integration i.e. cellular 
meat replacing livestock; disrupted seasonality; genetic 
technologies. Intensive production for global markets is 

SCENARIO 1
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supported by robotics: precision agriculture and sustainable 
intensification are the norms. Agri-food companies achieve 
lower prices through scale. Vertical integration creates 
efficiencies in increasingly complex supply chains resulting 
in MNCs controlling supply chains, and, through the power 
of marketing and the increased purchasing power of more 
wealthier people, increasing global food demand. Corporate 
power is thus very strong as MNCs consolidate power.

Many new urban developments have been designed and 
built to be climate resilient, net zero cities that need to 
accommodate rising urban populations, especially in low 
income countries (LICs). They are increasingly circular and 
self-sufficient. There is a strong development of urban 
agriculture, vertical farming and alternative meats in urban 
and peri-urban environments. The focus is on plant-based 
agriculture and some displacement from animal agriculture 
can be seen in many areas. While there is some decoupling 
of hi-tech food from land, broad-acre crops for calories 
trading on comparative advantage still form the majority of 
global trade. Supply chains are long, supporting diets based 
on ultra-processed, ‘convenience’ food. However, the use 
of technology and sustainable intensification has allowed 
for land to be spared for nature-based solutions. In a global 
traded world, New Zealand for example becomes a prime 
global exporter with very high intensity and technology-driven 
agriculture. 

In this future, global cooperation leads to significant attempts 
to tackle climate change through mitigation (particularly 
through land-based measures for Carbon Dioxide Removal 
(CDR)), and adaptation efforts are also maintained through 
international collaboration and proliferation of globally 
shared best practices. There is good progress in terms of 
climate change adaptation, and the environment and 
natural resources are appropriately valued as land spared 
for nature. Land is allocated for building climate resilience 
through ecosystem management practices, natural resource 
conservation and preservation. There is a move towards 
low-carbon economies and net zero targets guided by the 
Paris Agreement. Most countries are signatories to the Paris 
Agreement and try to uphold their commitments to mitigating 
climate change; however, inevitable volatile weather events 
continue. Extreme weather disruptions are much worse than 
in 2020 and their impacts are absorbed by more resilient food 
systems. Renewable energy is cheap, enabling urbanisation 
and agriculture in previously difficult areas e.g., desalination 
for irrigation. There is a complete transformation of rural areas 
and opportunities, which now attracts youth to data-driven 
agriculture, but older, more traditional farmers struggle to 
keep pace, and ‘agro-ecological’ practices are marginalised as 
an inefficient use of land.

While this future is beneficial for many, there are stakeholders 
who lose out; many smaller-scale farmers and food producers 
are not included in the new, better-connected economy 
without possible alternative livelihood options. Digitally 
secured, transparent, traceable systems for food supply 
change the markets and demand. Technology is ingrained in 
food systems, there is availability, affordability and adoption 
of technologies such as satellites; strengthening value chain 
traceability through sensors; and mitigation of climate 
change, such as through carbon storage, that increase the 
productivity of farms, which consolidate ever more into larger 
enterprises benefiting from the economies of scale. 

Policy interventions to minimise negatives/
maximise positives

For this scenario to occur, significant changes in the innovation 
architecture would be required, including its governance, 
regulation and public acceptability (Herrero et al 2020; 
Herrero et al 2021; Barrett et al 2020a), as well as cross-
government integration of strategies for climate, food and 
land. In addition, international governance of trade becomes 
a major enabler or disabler of both addressing the challenges 
of sustainability and enabling technology sharing.

Investment in an enabling environment for innovation is 
necessary – such as providing opportunities and investment 
for advancement of research and development. Access to 
finance and innovative financial instruments for all segments 
of society; greater public-private partnerships and blended 
financial services would be required to manage the actors and 
environments losing out. 

The actors and environments losing out and requiring 
proactive policy support are the poorest, most vulnerable who 
are not benefitting from the globalised world. Smallholder 
farmers without access to technology will be the biggest 
losers in this scenario. Adaptability to change is a comparative 
advantage in this future; adaptability to changing markets 
and market demand is much easier for globally connected, 
technologically advanced actors. 

Intellectual Property (IP) rights, ownership and costs could 
constrain the sharing of innovation in the Global South. Strong 
IP rights are positively influencing technology development, 
with the number of life-changing technological advancements 
on the rise, however, small-scale farmers and remote 
communities are left behind. There needs to be greater 
awareness, finance and equitable partnerships to bring these 
new technologies to them. 

Greater technology governance needs to deal with fake 
marketing, sharing/accessibility, authentication, data 
regulation, and evidence-based policy decisions.

SCENARIO 1



SCENARIO 2

TRUMP’S TRIUMPH OR DISTRUST AND 
DISRUPTION 
Deregulated, unstable, changeable. Technology 
development and adoption is rapid in an 
unregulated world but geopolitical shifts lead to a 
very uncertain global environment.

The year is 2040, Biden failed after a single term – and 
Trump was re-elected on a landslide. The COVID-19 crisis 
resulted in more inequality globally, without equitable, green 
stimulus packages available to a vast majority of the Global 
South. Within G20 countries, pro-growth policies in a more 
unregulated and competitive world have flourished, creating 
greater disparity: with the rich getting richer and the poor 
staying poor. In LICs, there is rising debt that many of the 
governments must tackle. 

Trump acted as a catalyst for the temporary benefits of 
populist policies, and many countries elected leaders in this 
vein. Trade is subject to increasing volatility, as protectionist 
policies lead to trade wars, and the impact of increasing 
geo-political instability and climate change disrupt supply 
chains and prices. To hedge against this, many countries 
focus on growing more of their essential food items where 
they can. This in turn leads to less trade and lower total global 
food production, negatively impacting on countries without 
sufficient land endowments who have to rely on trade. 

There is no market for sustainable trade: every country is 
competing to deliver the most for the least price both for local 
food security and for the shrinking global market. As the Paris 
agreement foundered following COP26 in Glasgow, climate 
change’s impacts are further exacerbating the volatility in 
food supply locally and globally. Rather than relying on global 

markets, countries focus more on bi- and multilateral trade 
agreements. In some cases, these are more exploitative. For 
example, North-South cooperation is built on the premise 
of aid for trade, and increasingly in times of crisis, the trade 
works to the detriment of low and middle income countries, 
extracting production for the northern markets at the expense 
of local food security in the South. 

There are fewer but larger companies using unregulated 
technologies to maximise returns – the aim is profit-
making only rather than profit with a purpose, leading to a 
larger disparity between the rich and the poor. The power 
imbalances mean that large-scale land-grabs (by MNCs in the 
North, of land in the South) are a regular occurrence, leading 
to more inefficient resource use and increasing competition 
for land; displacing communities who are dependent on land 
directly. Agricultural intensification progresses fast, where 
there is capital to support it, but technology sharing is reduced 
due to IP being highly protected. Technology focuses primarily 
on productivity growth, including efficiency as a prime 
driver, leading to mitigation of some aspects of the negative 
environmental footprint (like resource use efficiency, such as 
water use), but not others (like biodiversity). 

The EU remains the bastion of a common market, though 
internal tensions rise as nationalistic viewpoints increase. It 
largely focusses on its own self-sufficiency of food, supporting 
its own agricultural markets, and protectionism is strong, 
especially for high-value products (less so for some agricultural 
commodities). Society is divided; rich people can live a high-
quality life and afford high value products, whereas the poor 
subsist on a nutrient poor, high calorie diet made from hyper-
processed commodities, which still rely on trade. 
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There is a very large wealth gap between LICs and HICs (due 
to competitiveness and faster adoption of technology in 
HICs). Conflict over resources is common – land grabs become 
highly conflicted. This has led to both small scale and large-
scale regional and international conflicts. Since the states 
and global institutions are failing to tackle these pressing 
global problems, with climate change and environmental 
degradation being threat multipliers, there has been a 
significant rise of insurgencies. Climate- and economic-related 
migration increases across the globe (leading to further 
deterioration of the refugee crisis experienced 20 years ago). 
Conflict is escalating and there are multiple war zones. The 
power inherent in consolidated MNCs, means that these non-
state actors play an important role in protecting their supply 
chain and workforce health and nutrition security to ensure 
their productivity. 

Environmental sustainability is very much dependent on each 
country, but there are no global agreements to mitigate or 
to adapt to a changing climate. Failure to mitigate climate 
change in this competitive world has increased climate risks 
and disruptions. Adaptation efforts are inadequate and 
there is a need to build resilience. This advances only when 
technology-led, and in select countries (and their spheres 
of influence necessary for national security) due to weak 
technology sharing.

Production of more high-resource foods such as animal 
products is advanced through technologies promoting 
intensification and efficiency. Whilst the side effect of some 
efficiency-improving technologies may reduce emissions, it 
has not been a focus of investment. Disruptive technology 
moves very fast and novel foods enter the market at scale – 
such as products from industrial fermentation and marine 
systems (including seaweeds as a source of ingredients). 
Alternative proteins are cheap and find a ready market in 
hyper-processed foods for those on a budget, and 3D-printing 
of foods is common. 

Given the collapse of global climate agreements and a lack 
of mitigation, significant impacts from climate change are 
increasing. With lower levels of trade, global price spikes are 
less common, but regional impacts in affected regions are 
happening every few years, exacerbated by a smaller role that 
trade plays in buffering local impacts. TUNA-ness demands 
resilience (flexibility, adaptability, diversity and redundancy) 
and as shocks become more common, the system evolves 
better resilience, but at the expense of increasing prices of 
food.

In this world every problem or solution is wicked and creates 
winners (often the rich) and losers (often the poor). Human 
health, especially of the poor, is affected by climate changes’ 

impacts, poor diets, and the focus on intensive production (in 
turn increasing antimicrobial resistance from livestock farming 
and pollution) in the name of cheap food. 

Policy interventions to minimise negatives/
maximise positives

Policies of today that resulted in this future include 
inadequate policy and fiscal support for equitable, green 
stimulus packages available to a vast majority of the Global 
South, which has increased poverty. Policies in the future that 
perpetuate/affect the dynamics in this future include a lack of 
global cooperation and individual country-focused policies or 
bilateral policies, and unregulated technology development 
without considering wider social and environmental costs.

In such a heavily disrupted world, there is a need to ensure 
sufficient innovation in the agriculture and food industry 
to develop and support socially beneficial technologies. In 
turn, there would be less reliance on the actions of individual 
countries in terms of climate policy for example. Industry 
needs to be stimulated to be more innovative and risk taking. 
There is also a need for policies to ensure technology is used 
positively for society as a whole rather than for economic 
gain only. More agile ways of working from discovery through 
to delivering to the market, and policy to encourage this 
pace of change rather than slower incremental change will 
be necessary. Increased investment in people and social 
connections will be required to avoid large scale divisions and 
conflicts. 

There is a greater role for research to play in exploring 
consequences and futures, providing evidence to minimise 
negative outcomes and aligning social and physical sciences 
for co-innovation and participatory efforts. 

SCENARIO 2



SCENARIO 3

PRECAUTIONARY PROGRESS 
Technology development and adoption is slow, and 
geopolitical shifts are relatively slow and towards 
a greater recognition of the value of, and need for, 
cooperative approaches across countries. 

This world in 2040 is stable, safe, conservative and 
precautionary, low-risk, and cooperative where demand is 
necessarily modifying to match the slowly growing supply 
due to slow rates of technology development, innovation 
and adoption. Economies are not growing rapidly due to low 
adoption of new technologies – and most countries remain 
resource-constrained. As supply is growing slowly, growth in 
demand is constrained by supply. This incentivises in some 
places – where environmental impacts are less-well governed 
– intensification without due regarded to the need for it to be 
sustainable. 

Due to access and scaling-up of “old” technology in LICs, 
intensification of commodity crops for global markets is 
ongoing. Slow technology innovation limiting supply growth, 
results in export crops being prioritised for economic growth. 
Food price increases and the commodity-crop focus makes it 
difficult for people to receive adequate nutrition, especially 
in low and middle income countries. Whilst climate change 
mitigation continues in a stable and cooperative world, the 
impacts of climate change on food systems are difficult 
to adapt to without advanced research in seeds and food 
production, and technological innovation to adapt farming 
infrastructure to the rapidly changing climate. There is also low 
penetration of novel meat alternatives due to slow technology 
adoption and innovation. The stable and cooperative world, 
where countries are well-embedded in trade networks, ensures 
the growth of consumption based on long supply chains 
consisting of ultra-processed food with fortification (not 
bio-fortification, as genetic technologies struggle to meet 

regulatory and precautionary hurdles); nutrition is costly. High 
value, low footprint products are traded on green credentials, 
as most of the countries do not have large-scale capacity to 
reduce carbon emissions. 

However there has been a decrease in diversity of production 
in Europe. The EU leads the world on both the precautionary 
approach to technology and high food standards, casting the 
Bloc as more responsible producers than the rest of the world. 
European import-dependency continues for livestock protein 
feed (soy) from the developing countries who cannot produce 
within the same standards due to the lack of technological 
advancement.

The carbon footprint of HICs is declining with the energy 
transition, but slow technology development has constrained 
the urgency that was apparent in 2021, and the world is 
on course for +2°C of climate change. There are, however, 
increased agricultural emissions due to the global demand 
for produce from LICs, with agricultural sectors largely being 
ignored by the Nationally Determined Contributions in many 
countries. The WTO has embraced the greening agenda, and 
markets for non-green products are limited, though LICs are 
exempted from “regressive” policies around border carbon 
adjustments. In G20 countries, regulation forces change 
in the food system, regarding agricultural inputs and food 
waste. Livestock production has declined in some climate-
leading countries, as the IPCC added a focus on constraining 
methane emissions as far back as 2021, and citizens’ 
pushback on increasing climate disruption politicised the issue. 
Furthermore, societies are less polarised, partly due to stronger 
regulation of traditional and social media, leading to stronger 
democratic mandates. 

While there is broad international climate cooperation, slow 
deployment of technologies across sectors requires more 
low-technology land-based mitigation – particularly through 
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soil management, afforestation and regeneration of natural 
land. This creates a need to drive increased outputs on 
land allocated to food production. A move towards healthy 
and sustainable diets has been more difficult due to the 
unavailability of new technology to produce more nutritious 
and lower-footprint food stuffs, although the move to lower 
footprint diets has shifted some elements of demand in the 
markets. For farmers, the low availability, affordability and 
adoption of new technologies have decreased productivity 
relative to where it was projected to be by 2040, and in 
some cases absolute yield decreases due to climate change 
impacts. While governments benefit from collaborative trade 
agreements, decreased technology development and very 
large constraints on data – for privacy reasons – reduces 
effective policy design through lack of transparency, for 
example, of supply chains, or consumption patterns.

In New Zealand, there is less livestock and more biodiversity. 
Consumer trends toward less consumption, with higher 
standards of meat production reduce the competitive 
advantage for intensive livestock production, whereas the 
premium market for “sustainably produced” livestock and 
products has increased (both locally in New Zealand but also 
in China).

A heavily regulated innovation system leads to slow 
technology scaling, hence GHG emissions are tackled more 
through lifestyle changes and demand management (e.g., 
carbon pricing) rather than technology. Food poverty is 
increasing and poor diets are widely available due to past 
investments in commodity crops and livestock. There is 
little new research on production or supply, such as cold-
chains, or orphan crops. Consumers tend toward increased 
localism, growing more food at home and on allotments to 
supplement diets amid rising food prices in supermarkets. 
Technology adoption is dominated by MNCs – only they have 
the economic power to invest in getting over the regulatory 
hurdles, and there is significant consolidation in the agri-food 
sector. Financial flows are tied to sustainability criteria.

Policy interventions to minimise negatives/
maximise positives

In this scenario, policymakers need strategies for 
measurement of growth and development with indicators 
that take into account environmental and social costs to 
ensure there is transparency in the impacts. There is a need 
for awareness of and responsible communication of such 
indicators among citizens. Designing and investing in the 
‘right’ food systems also requires research and awareness. 
The research community can contribute by developing fair 
and equitable indicators and metrics and examine resource 
allocations across borders objectively to guide policy and 
investments.

Diversifying crop production rather than yield maximising in 
a small set of commodity crops will be increasingly important 
to mitigate the impacts of sustainable intensification. 
There is also a resurgence of interest in innovations in farm 
management – based on the science of the farm system, 
rather than the biotechnology of yield-increases. Soils, 
rotations, circular approaches based on evidence rather 
than betting on ‘silver bullet’ new technologies. While 
high value, low footprint products can be traded on green 
credentials for consumers in HICs, there is a need to invest 
in and build technological capacity in LICs. Concerted effort 
will be necessary to increase technology coordination and 
adoption to overcome the conservatism of the precautionary 
approaches. Policy will be required to direct investments 
to focus on socially optimal outcomes. Given the low geo-
political tensions and global cohesion in this scenario, policy 
to spur supra-national coordination on trade and production 
optimisations with trading countries can be established. An 
increase in capital allocations to agricultural investments will 
be needed.

SCENARIO 3
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SCENARIO 4

CONSERVATIVE NATIONALISM OR THE 
EMPIRE STRIKES BACK 
Crises lead to long-term austerity, populism reigns. 
Technology development and adoption is slow and 
geopolitical shifts lead to significant volatility in 
international markets.

Geopolitical tensions are high; the world is unstable and 
Turbulent, Uncertain, Novel and Ambiguous (TUNA). The 
burden that COVID-19 imposed on economies and societies 
permanently changed the world: competition between states 
is the norm and the increasingly unstable environment means 
economies are constantly having to invest in recovering from 
crises. The world was barely recovered from COVID-19 when 
both slow and fast onset climate disasters further slowed 
recovery. Most governments are autocratic, elected on 
populist rhetoric and increasingly changing rules to benefit 
themselves, they rarely listen to people’s needs or demands. It 
is a world of nationalistic propaganda: ‘we know best because 
we are the best: if you let us, we will make our country great 
again’. It is a highly unequal society where the wealth gap 
between social groups continues to grow. There is a lack of 
investment in education, health and social welfare.

The world is increasingly hostile with a severe lack of trust 
and reluctance to share technological developments among 
countries. There are fewer clear incentives for MNCs, and 
countries put up barriers at the borders rather than work 
together, leading to lack of regulatory standards for complex 
products. 

While there was a greater emphasis on the natural 
environment, natural resources and heritage post pandemic, 
due to the absence of adequate incentives, funding and 
technology it did not translate into concrete action on the 
environment. Mitigation is not effective following collapse of 
the Paris agreement, and the climate is changing at a faster 
pace. 

There has been very little technological development 
and progress over the last 20 years. Agriculture and food 
production is more localised and there is very limited trade 
between countries. Limited trade has resulted in a reduction 
of livestock availability in smaller countries which are more 
dependent on trade. There have been radical changes in land 
use with an expansion of extensively produced livestock and a 
decline in livestock produced intensively.
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SCENARIO 4

There is some bilateral trading between like-minded countries 
lessening the load of agricultural production and livestock 
rearing for these countries. There are also exploitative 
and distrustful trading relationships with significant power 
imbalances, and these are based on coercion: lower income 
countries must do as the higher income countries say to 
access the market. There are highly unequal educational 
and employment opportunities across the world. Population 
health is also at risk due to the unavailability of affordable and 
nutritious food. 

It is a very difficult and uncertain world, with low standards 
of living for most people, and uncertain food supply due to 
the world’s volatility undermining the ability to rely on trade. 
This has incentivised greater self-sufficiency, but leads to 
inadequate diets especially for the poorer segments of society. 
More self-sufficiency is necessary but allows little space for 
agro-ecology and low carbon technologies are limited. There 
is a focus on agricultural policy to ensure local Food and 
Nutrition Security (FNS), rather than for globalised markets, 
and an additional focus on low waste systems to mitigate 
the lack of food supply. There is very limited transformation 
of the food system due to the unavailability/inability for 
technology development and adoption. Slower technology 
adoption reduces demand through rising food prices, puts 
more pressure on the very limited land available and results in 
more carbon emissions. Adaptation is high on the agenda – 
local mitigation is more limited, but the distrustful geopolitical 
nature of the world has led to instances where powerful 
countries have started to threaten hard power towards high 
emitter countries, as this is seen as a threat to their national 
security. The increasingly significant climate impacts further 
amplify the instability of geopolitics as countries put their 
needs first. The world is much less resilient to climate shocks 
without adequate systems or technological advancements in 
place. 

Policy interventions to minimise negatives/
maximise positives

Policies to incentivise and advance dietary change are 
necessary, as this is seen as a relatively cheap solution given 
the lack of money to invest in technological silver bullets. 
Significant efforts are needed to plan and scale up optimal 
land management strategies to ensure key needs are met on 
limited land. There are large-scale impacts of climate change 
on the food system but without much technology innovation 
and global cooperation it will be very difficult to adapt. 
Maintaining key bilateral relationships and responding to the 
impacts of climate change will be essential. 

Adaptation to climate change will be a key priority – to 
prepare for and respond to shocks, along with concentration 
on domestic production and better supply of regional and 
national climate science including impacts. Strengthening 
civil society organisations, investing in agricultural education, 
implementing more effective land use planning, a better focus 
on local food security and circular economy at a local level 
would also be advantageous. 
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Robust policy interventions across 
the four scenarios

In order to maximise benefits and minimise costs across 
the range of futures, the decisions and actions that would 
be robust across all scenarios were identified; these were 
sub-divided into the perspectives of policy-makers, industry, 
academia and citizens. 

To mitigate the worst challenges of the four scenarios, the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)s need to be achieved 
and progress maintained to enable a habitable living 
environment in the long term. Acknowledgement, and a 
greater understanding, of local and planetary boundaries and 
how to use available resources most effectively within these 
limits (and the role of managing demand to fit within them) 
will be an important component of this.

Globally agreed rules for sustainability and trade need to be 
implemented and supported. The role of the WTO is likely 
to be increasingly challenged or replaced by plurilateral or 
bilateral regimes, which might in turn impact food availability 
and nutrition outcomes. Resources will become increasingly 
more important assets e.g. land, technology and the 
infrastructure (hard and soft) required to drive technology. 
Property rights over technology are likely to be problematic in 
most scenarios. 
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Common set of actions and decisions to maximise 
benefits and minimise costs

Actions taken across all four scenarios should include actions 
on mitigation and adaptation to climate change because 
climate change is a threat multiplier, amplifying the negative 
aspects of the future and creating vicious circles of costs. 
Policy implementation, cooperation, reducing consumption 
to what is optimum for health, and investing in technology 
development, its social license and safe regulation is needed 
to help support and develop resilient food systems across 
all four scenarios. Climate change adaptation planning 
and policy need to account for rapidly changing markets 
driven by changing consumer attitudes, changing trade 
relationships and disruptions, and agricultural volatility in 
response to both market dynamics and the negative impacts 
of environmental change. 

Sufficient flexibility and adaptability within food supply 
chains and food productions chain will be necessary to 
minimise negatives and maximises positives. The efficient 
use of natural resources including land use suitability, will 
be important. Environmental impacts and the resource 
requirements of biofuel crops should also be better 
understood, given the need to optimise land use and 
mitigate climate change. A better understanding of the 
markets to trade with, and the dynamics of changing 
consumer attitudes (such as social tipping points) is also 
important to ensure policies for today are not locked-in by 
assumptions that historical trends will continue into the 
future. Ensuring the flexibility, and resilience, of supply chains, 
and enhancing their safety, security and transparency is 
needed to identify leverage points for change (which supply 
chains have the most environmental costs?), weaknesses 
(which supply chains have lowest resilience?), and to help 
prepare markets in advance for increasing rates of change 
and volatility in future. The capacity of countries to develop 
sustainable production and trade (standards, agricultural 
support, land use planning, technology development etc.), 
through integrating climate, biodiversity, nutrition, and 
trade into a common policy framework, needs to increase 
in all countries. The transparency of policy development – 
particularly its evidential basis – as well as ensuring data is 
collected and shared to allow monitoring of the impacts and 
trends of food, trade and development on the environment 
is key. 

In all of these futures, there is a need to develop an 
adequate supply of nutritious food from sustainable 
resources and production practices that are also able to 
adapt to climate change impacts. Ignoring such issues in 
the short term will not solve the problems, but will instead 
push and amplify the impact of costs into the medium-term 
future. Adequacy of nutrition for health needs to be ensured 
through a range of measures covering production, research, 
and education. In terms of food production, a move away 
from market distorting policies could potentially facilitate 

this by allowing small-scale farmers to adapt, but this requires 
investing in ensuring market stability and a cooperative world. 
There is scope for diversification of food production and to 
strengthen the localisation of food systems to hedge against 
trade volatility. However, to maximise the positives we need 
to better understand the difference between maximising yield 
and adequacy of yield and use resources accordingly. 

Nutrient-dense and diverse food varieties must be made 
accessible and affordable to people across all social 
groups, and across all countries to enable increasing global 
cooperation. Incorporating environmental externalities into 
food price and possible future externalities – which will differ 
according to each scenario – needs to be done in a way that 
does not increase poverty or inequality.

Supporting a shift of global consumption patterns to diets 
that are healthier, more nutritious, affordable and accessible, 
and more environmentally sustainable is critical to maximising 
positives and avoiding many of the vicious circles of negative, 
self-amplifying impacts that the scenarios suggest. Changes 
are necessary to impact how choices are incentivised in 
different contexts. Ensuring food marketing includes accurate 
and clear information that consumers can understand, food 
environments support better access to sustainably produced 
and nutritious foods, consumer awareness is increased 
through campaigns and education, policies are well designed, 
implemented and monitored to drive positive change at scale, 
and business models are redesigned to ensure system-positive 
outcomes – will all be required to enable diverse, nutritious, 
accessible and affordable diets for the global population. 
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Ensuring an equitable food system for the global population 
will require a fundamental overhaul of the current food-
system; but the ability of the food system to change, and 
the way it can change, will be largely determined by the 
nature of drivers in the future. Delaying action to transform 
the food system will subsequently accrue costs into the 
long term, and enhance volatility in the food system. Food 
production must change, with a larger focus on quality 
rather quantity of agricultural production. This would allow 
a re-design of agricultural systems, the mitigation of risk 
in supply chains and enable diversified diets. This requires 
a greater recognition of the need for demand-side, rather 
than only supply-side, measures to effect this transition. 
Farmers and producers need supportive investment 
(through research, subsidies, market measures and capacity 
building) to incentivise the production of healthy and 
sustainable food. Likewise, investment in the best ways 
to include citizens in such a transformation is required: 
perhaps through increasing awareness, changing prices 
and providing other incentives and support to encourage 
consumers to consume a more resource efficient, healthy 
and diverse diet in their respective futures. 

Climate change will increase the number and impact 
of both slow and fast-onset climate impacts. Failures of 
crop production have in the past generated system wide 
shocks, and in future such events may become more 
severe and more frequent. Agricultural economies will 
have to adopt innovative adaptation measures and ensure 
mitigation from the agricultural sector in order to tackle 
climate change, and import-dependent countries need an 
increasing focus on building resilience of their food system 
to such shocks.

Climate change is a major threat to production and trade 
in agricultural economies, due to impacts on production, 
on trade and markets, and the wider way that climate 
impacts may drive geopolitical environments to undermine 
the current system. The current highly connected system 

is particularly vulnerable because of reliance on a small 
number of crops from a limited number of productive 
regions across the world, and it underpins diets that in 
many areas undermine the goals of public health (which in 
turn undermines economic growth). An increase in diversity 
of food production and in the food basket regions could 
increase the resilience of the system to inevitable shocks as 
well as improve the outcomes from the system. 

As the scenarios indicate, the path-dependency of 
the future suggests reliance on ‘silver-bullet’ techno-
optimism may be a risk. Recent literature on innovation 
in food systems (Barrett et al 2020a; Barrett et al 
2020b) reinforces this point: a single technology is rarely 
going to work at scale without impacting negatively 
on some important aspects (such as inequality, health 
or environmental outcomes) in different contexts. The 
availability of advanced technologies for agricultural 
production, differential impacts of climate change in 
various regions and countries, preferential trade links 
between HICs and advantageous bilateral agreements 
will exacerbate inequality between countries and regions, 
without intervention. Investment decisions for technological 
development need to factor in the need for a multiplicity 
of solutions for the range of goods produced, in a range of 
farming systems, context dependencies and geographies, 
as well as the multiple objectives (sustainability, equity, 
nutritional health, economics), rather than focus on a 
few silver-bullet solutions for major commodities within 
intensive agriculture.

As well as the exact path ahead being uncertain, and 
therefore difficult to predict what tools will be needed, the 
scenarios emphasise the unpredictability and volatility 
of the future (its TUNA-ness). Needs will change in short 
order, and decisions about policies and investments in the 
technology ecosystem need to increasingly address this, as 
well as any normative vision for the future. 

Conclusions

What are the main takeaways about the future of agriculture and trade?
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Stimulus paper on scenarios 
for the future of food

Summary
This stimulus paper is to support the Chatham House/TempAg scenarios’ 
exercise structured around thinking about the future drivers for 
agricultural economies in Europe and Australasia, with a particular focus 
on the future of trade, and how it will shape our agricultural sector (and 
its research needs) within the country food system.

This paper presents some background material about the current 
globally integrated food system, which has developed on the basis that 
cheaper food – through maximising production – is a public good, with 
intensification and liberalised trade as two principal mechanisms for 
achieving it. The paper highlights that the world is currently changing 
very fast, and the international stability we have taken for granted in 
recent decades is less assured than we’d like (from the combination of 
environmental-change-induced shocks and changing geopolitical and 
social drivers), and that robust decision making requires consideration 
of a range of plausible futures. One route to the latter, is via scenarios 
exercises, which we will conduct within three virtual workshops. We 
outline below one exercise, conducted by the WEF, as an exemplar. 
Given plausible alternate futures, what would this mean for agricultural 
economies in our focus areas, and how would we maximise positive 
outcomes and minimise negative ones? How can we ensure our decisions 
today are robust to the potentially very different futures?
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COVID-19 and the wider events of the last few years (climate 
impacts, trade wars, ‘great powers’ competition, insurgency 
and instability) emphasise that the future is not defined as a 
simple continuation of past trends, but the plausible range 
of futures is very large. This, of course, poses a challenge 
for today, given that many decisions we need to take play 
out over timescales of years or decades. In thinking of what 
will shape our agricultural economies in decades to come 
requires some discussion of future drivers that will shape both 
the food system (e.g. will dietary shifts in favour of better 
nutrition require greater emphasis on fruits and vegetables 
in future and less on livestock commodities?), and also the 
wider way that society might evolve (for example, will we 
continue current trends away from globalisation and stability, 
leading to greater focus on regional economies and more 
instability driven by geopolitics, inequality, insurgency and 
environmental breakdown: in other words, what is the future 
of trade)? Without any consideration of the way the future 
may unroll, risks making decisions that are dependent on 
today’s thinking in today’s world, and may be unfit for the 
future and also create a path-dependent process that locks in 
a lack of ability to change course if necessary. To make robust 
decisions for the future needs consideration of what plausible 
futures may exist. 

Recent years have seen the undermining of the post-war 
architecture of international cooperation, the emergence 
of trade wars, disruption created by COVID-19 – itself an 
exemplar of disrupted ecologies likely arising from climate 
change – driving a new focus on local resilience, sustainability 
and nutrition. Together these suggest a plausible future that 
differs from one extrapolated from the trends evident at 
the turn of this century: One with more diverse agricultural 
systems, perhaps more localised and regionalised, with a focus 
that goes beyond simply increasing productivity of a small 
number of crops for a globalised market. In such a world, a 
network of regional gene banks, focussing on a very diverse 
range of culturally appropriate and historically consumer crop 
species, may be more appropriate than a single centralised 
global hub with a focus on existing commodity crops and 
their wild relatives, or indeed, a network of commodity-based 
genebanks.

This paper has the following structure: Section 1 introduces 
some of the historical drivers of the food system and why 
there is growing recognition of the need for it to change 
radically to promote greater resilience, sustainability and 
nutritional outputs. Section 2 examines some of the non-food 
drivers and events that may contribute to systemic change. 
Section 3 introduces scenarios as a method of strategising 
under uncertainty, and presents the results of some recent 
scenario exercises. Section 4 concludes the paper.

Introduction
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1. A brief history of food systems

Investments in agricultural research and innovation 
underpinned rapid productivity growth and, in concert with 
both the development of global and liberalised trade, and the 
competitive pressures it creates, has stimulated the adoption 
of intensive and large scale agriculture across much of the 

world in recent decades. Increasingly large scale, intensive and 
productive agriculture has been the engine that has made 
food more available, and, on average cheaper decade-by-
decade (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Real food prices since the Second World War for 4 agricultural commodities. The prices are indexed to 1900=100, and are part of a 
longer series. The sharp spike in the 1970s represents the global oil price crisis, but against that up to the first decade of the 21st century there 
have been global long term declines on average, such that commodities in the first decade of this century were ~20-30% of the price relative 
to the first decade post-war. Data available at: http://www.sfu.ca/~djacks/data/boombust/index.html and come from Jacks “From Boom to 
Bust: A Typology of Real Commodity Prices in the Long Run.” NBER Working Paper 18874.

However, in recent years, there has emerged a growing 
recognition that “the cheaper food paradigm” has not simply 
provided the social good that is typically thought to arise 
from cheaper food, but is increasingly creating social costs as 
‘externalities’ arising from the production and consumption 
of food. These externalities occur under the headings of 
health and environment.

• Environmental externalities. Incentives based on 
production, global competition based on price, and long 

supply chains reducing transparency, encourage the 
externalisation of significant costs on the environment – 
including on soils1, biodiversity2, water3 and climate, where 
agri-food emits as much as 30% of global greenhouse 
gases4 and air quality (for example, a study in the US 
suggests local health costs can be about half the value of 
production5). On average, each global citizen used, 284g of 
pesticide active ingredient in 2015 (data from FAOSTAT), 
9g of antimicrobials in 20106, and 15kg of nitrogen 
fertiliser7. 
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Furthermore, as prices have been driven down by 
production growth and global competition, the economic 
incentive to avoid food waste has declined8: as productivity 
increases, waste increases faster, creating further pressure 
on the environment (from unnecessary production, 
and disposal of the waste, plus its packaging). There is 
increasing evidence that tackling climate change not 
only requires agricultural mitigation, through adopting 
‘climate smart agriculture’ but a fundamental change in 
the demand-side of the food system9. The Paris climate 
agreement, effectively codifying the level of “safe” climate 
change to well below two degrees10, requires significant 
and rapid dietary change, coupled with largescale 
agricultural change to free up land for widespread 
deployment of land-based carbon storage. 

• Health system externalities. Some of the focus of the 
productivity agenda has been motivated by reducing 
global under-nutrition, and, to some extent this has been 
successful with a decreasing prevalence of underweight 
and stunting11. The flipside, however, is decreasing prices 
and increasing availability of a small handful of crops 
which underpin a globally increasingly homogenous diet, 
rich in calories but often lacking nutrition12. As a result, 
global malnutrition ‘in all its forms’ is increasing due to the 
increasing prevalence of overweight and obesity, which 
has overtaken the global prevalence of underweight13. 
Non-communicable diseases associated with an excess of 
calories include diabetes, dementia, cardiovascular disease 
and several cancers. Dietary-related ill-health is now 
recognised as the prime global determinant of mortality14. 

Estimates of the total healthcare costs of malnutrition are 
patchy, but the FAO suggested in 2013 that health care 
costs associated with inadequate nutrition might exceed 
5% global GDP15. This may be an underestimate as, in 
the US, the economic cost of diabetes, a disease strongly 
associated with obesity and affecting ~23m Americans, 
is estimated at $327bn in 2017, with direct healthcare 
costs of $9,600 per person16. By 2025, it is estimated that 
globally there will be over 700m people with diabetes, over 

30x the number in the US17. Even if a global average cost 
of diabetes per capita was a quarter of that in the US, the 
total economic cost of diabetes would be approximately 
the same as global agricultural GDP (3.79%18 in 2015). 
Given our current food system, malnutrition is both 
increasing, and increasingly expensive economically19. 

The recognition of the magnitude of environmental and 
health impacts (‘the global syndemic of malnourishment 
and climate change’ gives a strong argument, based on the 
concept of planetary health, for a systemic transformation of 
the food system20. 

Transforming the food system

Transforming the food system to deliver healthy and 
sustainable diets is likely to be necessary be necessary 
to balance health, food and climate security and tackle 
the syndemics. Furthermore, the UN’s 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals (the SDGs) are challenging not only 
because each of the goals is challenging, but because they 
are inter-dependent: tackling the ‘Zero Hunger’ challenge 
by producing more and cheaper food is likely to further 
undermine other goals (such as Goal 6, access to clean water, 
Goals 15 and 14, life on land and in water, and Goal 13, 
climate action. 

Looking ahead to a population that is likely to be over 9.5 
billion in 2050, and may even reach nearly 12 billion towards 
the end of the century (although it could also shrink below 
today’s population size)21, there are very significant challenges 
on the horizon. If the current food system is reducing human 
and planetary health, doing the same thing more intensively 
is not sustainable. In fact, there is growing recognition that a 
systemic transformation of the food system is required, and 
that ‘business as usual is not an option’. This recognition 
comes from the business community, academic academies, 
and the IPCC – as well as many environmental and civil 
society institutions. 

If, in the long term, business as usual is not an option, what 
forces may cause it to change?
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The role of trade and the ‘Cheaper Food Paradigm’

Investment in agricultural productivity, coupled with 
increased economic competition through the liberalization 
of trade, has long been considered central to a functioning 
food system. Efforts to reduce food prices are often deemed 
both desirable and necessary: lower food prices deliver two 
nominal public goods, in the form of increased access to food 
(and therefore greater food security, locally and globally) 
and reduced household expenditure on food (which in turn 
frees up income for spending on other goods and services, 
driving consumption, job creation and economic growth). 
For countries that have comparative advantages (e.g. land 
and climate suitable for agriculture), trade also provides a 
direct route to economic growth, by selling products overseas. 
In a stable world, producing what a country is good at, 
exporting any excess, and importing products it is less good 
at producing, provides the expectation of maximal economic 
returns (relative to any form of self sufficiency).

These key tenets – that we must produce more food and do 
so at lower cost if we are to support the global population and 
drive economic growth – have taken primacy over the goals of 
delivering human and planetary health and well-being, with 
increasingly problematic side-effects. While it is possible to 
boost economic growth through productivity improvements, 
this has typically relied on ‘externalizing’ the costs of those 
improvements on the environment. In other words, the costs 
of environmental degradation resulting from food production 
have not been accounted for and included in the cost of 
food. Financial incentives such as agricultural subsidies are 
channelled into the food system to increase yields, and the 
environmental costs that those mechanisms and practices 
in turn create – such as pollution through unsustainable 
production practices – are discounted or ignored by the 
market. 

Reducing food prices through increased productivity can 
stimulate growth in consumer spending, since it increases the 
amount of disposable income available to buy other goods 
and services. It also allows consumers to buy more food. 
Either way, this leads to significant negative consequences: 
the more disposable income we have, the more we can 
purchase; the more we can purchase, the more we consume; 
the more we consume, the more resources we exploit; and the 
more resources we exploit, the more we drive environmental 
degradation and disrupt natural ecosystems. 

Underpinning the ‘cheaper food’ paradigm is a two-way 
relationship between supply and demand. On the one 
hand, demand can be seen to shape supply: as the so-called 
‘nutrition transition’ around the world has shown, rising 
incomes tend to prompt greater consumption of resource-
intensive foods such as animal products, vegetable oils and 
processed goods, and relatively lower consumption of staple 
grains. But demand for food – including what we eat, how 
much we eat, and what we waste – is just as much shaped by 
its supply and price. The more we produce, the cheaper food 
becomes, and the more we consume. Demand therefore does 
not simply determine what food is grown and how. It can also 
be understood as a function of increased supply of cheaper 
food, and of the way food is processed, marketed and sold. 
Understanding this relationship between supply and demand 
is critical to understanding how the current food system drives 
biodiversity loss, and to identifying effective levers for moving 
towards a system that supports biodiversity protection and 
other components of planetary health.

The ‘cheaper food’ paradigm drives a set of overlapping and 
often self-reinforcing mechanisms, in which the ratcheting up 
of production and liberalization of global markets incentivize 
economic behaviour that creates negative outcomes both for 
society and the environment22. 
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These mechanisms include the following:

• A drive towards globally competitive markets incentivises 
land use for food production at increasing intensity 
and scale, because the rewards are high. The global 
production system is based on comparative advantage, 
and thus specialization, with the result that global calorie 
production is concentrated around a limited set of 
commodity crops grown using highly intensive methods 
in a small number of breadbasket regions23. 

• Intensive farming has a range of negative consequences 
for the health and quality of soils, air, water sources and 
natural ecosystems. Partly, this arises from the use of 
inputs such as pesticides and nutrients, and partly it is 
function of the prevalence of ‘monocultural landscapes’ 
in which there is little opportunity for nature. In turn, the 
loss of biodiversity and soil fertility leads to a need to 
intensify agriculture further.

• The concentration and intensification of agriculture have 
driven down the cost of staples such as grains, which 
are now sufficiently cheap to be diverted from direct 
human consumption into livestock production. This has 
led to growth in the global herd of farmed animals, with 
negative consequences for air and water quality and GHG 
emissions24. 

• Cheap calories from staple crops have become 
increasingly abundant, while more nutritious crops have 
become more expensive and relatively less available. At 
the same time, the costs of producing and consuming 
meat have fallen. These trends have together led to a 
rapid change in global diets, including an increase in 
overconsumption of calories and underconsumption of 

nutrients, which has resulted in a global ‘double burden’ 
of malnutrition. 

• As food prices have fallen, it has become increasingly 
economically rational to waste food25. Waste is now 
occurring at scale along supply chains, creating additional 
sources of pollution and resulting in ‘leakage’ of the finite 
resources – including land, water and soil – involved in 
food production. As prices fall, the more food we demand 
and the more we waste; and the more food we waste, the 
more we demand.

• As per capita availability of food, including meat, has 
increased, GHG emissions from the food system (both 
direct emissions from food production and farmed 
animals, and indirect emissions from the conversion of 
natural ecosystems to cropland and pasture) have risen. 
The global food system now accounts for around 30 per 
cent of total anthropogenic emissions and is a key driver 
of climate change26. 

• Climate change reduces crops’ yields and nutritional 
quality across many producing regions, thereby further 
increasing the pressure to intensify production or convert 
more land to agriculture. 

• As GHG emissions continue to rise, there is an increasing 
need to sequester carbon in the land as a means 
of mitigating climate change, including through 
bioenergy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS) and 
afforestation/reforestation. These strategies increase 
competition for land, further increasing the incentive 
to intensify farming methods or expand agricultural 
production into new areas. 
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2. Is the future ‘designed’ by trends or events?

The world – globally, regionally and locally - is changing 
increasingly fast in many dimensions: social, economic, 
technical, environmentally29. We have growing populations, 
with, on average, more mobile, more connected, more wealthy 
people, but with greater inequality between the rich and poor. 
Collectively our developing economies are demanding more 
resources (e.g. food, water, energy, goods). Simultaneously 
with the planet being under pressure from increasing 
demand, there increasing recognition of the finiteness 
of the environment’s ability to buffer the environmental 
footprint of demand (e.g. emissions of greenhouse 
gases and other pollutants, including plastic waste; soil 
degradation; biodiversity loss). Arguably, we are now closing 
in on ‘planetary boundaries’ beyond which earth-system 
processes may degrade, and furthermore in some places 
‘local boundaries’ are being crossed, with irreversible land 
degradation, for example. Around the world extreme weather 
is becoming more common, impacting people through floods 
and droughts and heatwaves. The indirect impacts of climate 
change are also being felt – for example, in the emergence 
and spread of pests and diseases, both affecting food 
production30 and, potentially even, the emergence of SARS-
CoV-2.31

At the start of the 21st century, the future looked very 
different from our impression of how it might be from today’s 
standpoint. International rule-based cooperation had led to 
unprecedented periods of stability and global integration, 
such that there was even discussion of a world without 
nation states as we know them32. However, over the last 20 
years, growing radicalism, terror, the threat of terror, growth 
in inward-looking nationalism, driven by inequality growth 
and perceptions of immigration, awareness of the reality 
of climate change, and COVID-19 has now led us to a very 
different world. We are radically diverging from the direction 
of travel since the Second World War and the rise of the 
Bretton Woods’ international architecture of cooperation 
which has underpinned the trend of increasing globalisation. 

Not only is the world changing fast, but the changes are 
increasingly challenging from the perspectives of geo-politics, 
as well as environmental change. Together, both undermine, 
or potentially undermine, the stability of local, regional and 
global societies and their governance. Within this ‘changing 
and challenging world’ context, some societal issues are 
becoming both more urgent (as time runs out to drive positive 
change) and more important (as the scale of the challenges 
grows). These factors set the context for the future of all 
economies in the decades ahead.
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The role of events in shaping the future

The large-scale trends associated with driving appreciable 
change, whether through attitudinal, behavioural, economic 
or environmental mechanisms, are known as ‘mega-trends’. 
The trends identified as ‘mega’ depend to an extent on the 
context and institution describing them. For example, PwC 
describe five: urbanisation, climate change and resource 
security, shifting global power, demographic and social 
change, and technology33, whereas the UN adds poverty and 
inequality, shocks and crises (as well as development finance) 
to their list34. 

Humans are typically very linear thinkers and tend to look 
at trends from the past and project them forwards into the 
future, and we often fall into the trap of thinking that the 
future is defined by what has happened in the past. However, 
as 2020 has already shown, the future is not a simple 
linear extrapolation of trends, unfolding in a constant and 
gradual way. Instead, “events happen” as the saying goes, 
and sometimes these events are both highly impactful and 
disruptive. 

Such events can arise for two main reasons. Firstly, ‘black 
swan’ events are rare, but with very high impact; perhaps 
both unexpected and unprecedented. COVID-19 is arguably 
such an event. Secondly, a single event (a hazard) or multiple 
hazards, can occur, and together they create chains of 
interacting effects that cascade across borders35. For example, 
the food price shocks of 2007/8 and 2009/10 created ripple 
effects that impacted across the world and arose from 
relatively minor climate events interacting with other policy 
areas (biofuel policy), and a lack of transparency of stocks, 
leading to an over-amplification of market dynamics. In 
extremis, “risk cascades” and black swan events can create 
‘systemic risks’ (Andy Challinor et al., 2018; Homer-Dixon et 
al., 2015), and create the conditions, that re-shape economies.

As time goes on, our economic systems are 
growing in fragility (Homer-Dixon et al., 
2015). To illustrate, take food security – a 
secure supply of food to feed a country – 
which typically comes from the combination 
of local supply and regional and global trade. 
The latter has become more important with 
growing market integration across borders, 
which creates increasing reliance on imports 
and exports for economic functioning. 
Agriculture depends on water, land, supply 
of labour and typically also chemicals and 
energy. Increasingly, agriculture is also reliant 
on more advanced technologies like satellite 
navigation in precision agriculture and 
transport networks. The drive for economic 
efficiency also leads to a greater reliance on 
just-in-time supplies. Food security therefore 
relies on a range of sectors, infrastructure, 

complex logistics, finance, and so on, domestically, regionally 
and globally to work in concert in order to supply a nation’s 
requirements. This co-dependency across sectors, and just-in-
time supply, means that any shock (which could be a climate 
change impact, a change in energy policy, a geo-political 
disruption) can propagate around the world. Proportionally, 
the impacts of such events can be felt most strongly by those 
with the lowest incomes36. 

Perhaps most importantly, the co-dependency (across space 
and sectors) means that there are a very large number of 
combinations of potential shocks, places they could happen, 
and pathways they could propagate through to create a 
high impact. Thus, whilst we often think of individual ‘black 
swans’, the number of potential ways that risk cascades can 
impact on any given country is very large, and so we should 
regard events like the global financial crises, food price spikes, 
insurgency, pest and disease outbreaks, extreme climate 
events, and crises deriving from movement of people to be 
‘the new normal’. Each event may be a rare ‘one-off’, but in 
any given period, we should expect something big to happen.

Our linear thinking pre-disposes us to think of the future in 
terms of ‘business as usual’ scenarios. But, as outlined, the 
world is highly non-linear, stochastic and complex. Given 
enough shocks, our locked-in, resilient-to-change ‘business as 
usual’ may be reconfigured into a ‘new normal’.

Examining the trends…. makes vivid that the world will become more 
volatile in the years ahead. States, institutions, and societies will be 
under pressure from above and below the level of the nation-state to 
adapt to systemic challenges—and to act sooner rather than later. 
From above, climate change, technology standards and protocols, 
and transnational terrorism will require multilateral cooperation. 
From below, the inability of government to meet the expectations of 
their citizens, inequality, and identity politics will increase the risk of 
instability.

United States Global Strategic Trends 203537 (p65)

“
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3. Thinking about an uncertain future: strategising 
under uncertainty

As described above, the future is highly uncertain. High-
impact, large-scale events are likely to grow in frequency as 
the world changes, becomes more interconnected, is put 
under greater pressure through demand and consumption 
growth, and is challenged by environmental-change related 
events arising from increasingly extreme weather, or new pests 
and diseases.

All this means its future is far from predictable. This 
unpredictability is summed up with the acronym “TUNA”: 
Turbulent, Uncertain, Novel, Ambiguous38. The future is 
turbulent because of its systemic fragility and non-linearity, 
meaning events can lead to escalating impacts39; uncertain 
because these are often highly unpredictable and – from a 
climate perspective, unknown; novel because technological, 
social and environmental change create unprecedented 
situations; and ambiguous because every problem or solution 
is wicked – with both ‘winners’ and ‘losers’.

The megatrends are also typically increasing the uncertainty 
through undermining broad sustainability. For example, 
economic and population growth drive consumption 
growth, which drives climate change that then undermines 
the potential for the trends to continue. In the long term, 
therefore, continuation of the ‘business as usual’ global 
megatrends is not an option. The section above highlights 
that our fragile complex socio-economic-environmental 
systems may increasingly be subject to shocks. Such shocks, 
like COVID-19, may be disruptive enough that they also 
unshackle ‘business as usual lock-in’ and disruptively provide 
opportunities for rapid change. Given this, what might the 
future look like?

Scenarios are a route to aid decision making under 
uncertainty40, when past trends cannot necessarily be 
extrapolated into the future with confidence, and where the 
future is likely to be shaped by drivers or events which may 
plausibly lead to very different outcomes. Scenarios can inform 
today’s thinking about strategic decisions through exploring 
different possible futures. They examine a range of plausible 
futures, not to forecast what they may be like, but to provide a 
mechanism for thinking through the challenges that might be 
encountered and the opportunities that might arise. Scenarios 
are most useful when there is uncertainty about some of the 
factors that may significantly shape the future and when a 
range of outcomes may be plausible (even if some are more 
plausible than others). Decisions need to be taken today 
against the backdrop of future uncertainty, and many will 
play out over times scales during which things may change 

radically. Thus, scenarios can be a tool to examine blind spots 
and broaden perspectives: they are less about ‘betting on 
a future’ and more about stress-testing plans to see – if the 
world diverged from existing trends – whether decisions made 
in the near future would remain ‘fit for purpose’. Can our plans 
be robust to alternative futures? Given how TUNA the current 
world is looking, scenario thinking is more important than ever 
before.

A number of scenarios analyses have been published recently 
for food systems (see compilation at www.foresight4food.
net/). Whilst scenarios may take a variety of forms, a common 
approach is to use participatory processes to identify the two 
most important drivers which will shape the future, but about 
which there is great uncertainty about what form they will 
take. A recent report taking this approach and asking ‘what 
will global food systems be like in 2050?’ was published by The 
World Economic Forum in 201741. 

Summarising the WEF scenarios

The WEF’s two key axes were chosen because they are 
inherently unknown in terms of how they may develop but are 
very strong determinants of the way local food systems may 
be shaped.

The two key axes of uncertainty were: 

1. Dietary shifts 

Away from food systems with high externalised costs on 
health and environment, that have focused on growing 
calorie-rich but nutrient-poor diets, to food systems that 
provide more healthy diets in a sustainable way. The drivers 
for such shifts include:

• climate mitigation, 

• the costs of malnutrition and associated non-
communicable diseases (whether from the perspective of 
(a) improving personal health, (b) business productivity 
and economic growth42, or (c) the social costs of poor 
public health), 

• impacts on health from intensive production (e.g. the 
rise of anti-microbial resistance from intensive livestock 
production, urban air quality being impacted by intensive 
agriculture and volatilization of nitrogenous fertiliser),

• or broader elements of environmental sustainability (e.g. 
reduction in plastic waste, reduction in land degradation, 
arresting the loss of biodiversity, reduction in food waste, 
societal demand for less pesticide use in agriculture). 

http://www.foresight4food.net/
http://www.foresight4food.net/
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Other exercises that consider the shift to healthy and/or 
sustainable diets include Agrimonde43, the EU JRC’s food 
systems’ foresight study44 and the Shared Socio-economic 
Pathway 1 for the IPCC45. Whilst the term ‘healthy diets’ is 
not exactly synonymous with ‘sustainable diets’ there is a 
significant overlap between the two as (a) healthier diets have 
fewer calories through reduced average consumption, and (b) 
healthier diets are more based on plant-produced foods, and 
less reliant on meat, with its high environmental footprint46. 
Hence, given the alignment between diets that are healthy 
and sustainable, and the costs of diets that are neither, the 
two are increasingly addressed together.

2. Shifts in the momentum for globalised trade towards 
more regional or local food systems. 

The last five years’ geopolitical trends have impacted on the 
globalisation agenda to the point where ‘deglobalisation’ is 
being discussed, at least in some quarters. This arises from 
changes in the last few years that undermine the post-war 
architecture of international cooperation, in association with 
the rise of inward-looking and protectionist policies driven 
by increasing global inequality, including migration. These 
new trends have made a future of ever more liberal trade 
look uncertain – as barriers are erected distorting markets, 
and trade disputes escalate in number; with the Trump 
Administration actively orchestrating undermining the WTO. 

Figure 2. Four plausible alternative futures for food systems, based on axes of global-local connectivity, and degree of dietary shifts.

COVID-19, other forms of disruption from climate change and 
environmental breakdown, alongside geopolitical instability, 
can also undermine supply chain resilience, leading to a 
perceived need for more local sourcing from a local security 
– or resilience – perspective. Attitudinal change (such as the 
belief that local food is in some sense ‘better’) might also 
drive such a change. 

The WEF Scenarios exercise is not alone in considering the 
future of globalisation: the EU JRC’s food safety foresight 
study47, and its scoping study the EC’s Food48, as well as 
the IPCC’s Shared Socio-economic pathways (e.g. SSP3) all 
consider more regionalised economies49. The US and UK 
governments publish security-facing “Global Strategic Trends” 
reports; the most recent editions both utilise scenarios which 
consider radical change to the international architecture of 
trade and cooperation50 as plausible futures. Other reports 
have highlighted the balance of risks, benefits and costs of 
trade, including the UK’s climate change risk assessment51 and 
the EU JRC’s 2030 foresight report on food52.

These two key axes define four plausible alternative futures 
for food systems, each of which has different implications for 
what the future food system may be like: what food is grown, 
where it is grown, how it is grown, and how is it used.
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SCENARIO 2:
SOVEREIGN (IN)SUFFICIENCY 

This is a world where nations look more locally or even 
inwards. Sovereign states have ‘taken back control’ 
from global markets and regained the ’sovereignty’ 
they sacrificed to the ‘the single worst trade deal’ 
ever negotiated53, brokered within the international 
architecture of cooperation (the UN, WTO and other 
bodies), as well as multinational corporations. The 
ingrained notion that food should be cheaper forms 
the dividend for protectionist policies, and the lack 
of political or social desire for a ‘nanny state’ telling 
people what to eat, shapes the way the system 
works. With a greater need for self-sufficiency, and 
a loss of the agricultural efficiency that comes from 
comparative advantage and global trade networks, 
there is no scope for meeting demand from dietary 
breadth – so countries base diets on the handful 
of commodity crops which they can specialise in. 
These restricted crops are processed into food that 
can be consumed with pleasure, without regard to 
nutrition. Agriculture is super-intensive, but with little 
international cooperation, there is no drive for land-
based mitigation so the agricultural footprint expands, 
and farming becomes more intensive, more extensive 
and drives more climate change. Nation states that 
differ in their endowments (land, water, soils, climate) 
and needs (population) become increasingly unequal. 
Endowment-poor, but highly populated, countries 
increasingly project power and grab land; endowment-
poor nations with low population size struggle, and 
human migration increases. Both these undermine the 
national security of endowment-rich countries.

SCENARIO 1:
UNCHECKED CONSUMPTION IN A 
GLOBALISED WORLD 

This is the ‘business as usual future’. More people 
on the planet, demanding more processed food 
largely based on a small handful of globally traded 
commodity crops, and more livestock consumption 
made possible from intensive feed production. The 
downward pressure on prices, within this scenario’s 
conventional business model, causes a concentration in 
few crops grown at scale in breadbasket regions, global 
homogenisation of diets and makes it economically 
rational to waste food and over-consume calorie-
dense products. This drives obesity and ill-health. In 
a world where meeting demand is the primary driver, 
‘sustainable intensification’ is the mantra, and long 
supply-chains the norm. Given intensive and efficient 
farming at large scales, and few crops, and demand 
growth, overall emissions increase, driving climate 
change. This impacts on yields in many places, and, at 
the same time, increases land competition – as more 
land is required for negative emissions technologies 
(such as afforestation) to mitigate climate change. 
So ever greater yields are sought from the same 
area of cropland, with high-tech, super-intensive 
cropping systems, intensive livestock production 
(with lots of concentrated feed). To intensify, and to 
build climate resilience, requires the broad adoption 
of biotechnology as well. Smallholder agriculture is 
increasingly amalgamated into larger land areas to 
provide yields and allow interconnection to global 
markets. 
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Whilst we have focused on one scenario exercise among 
many – and at a global level – it is instructive to note that a 
recent set of scenarios were constructed with stakeholders 
in countries in Southern and Eastern Africa. The ‘axes of 
uncertainty’ – the ones that frame the 2x2 matrix of scenarios 
– were different in each country, but the list of axes discussed 
overlapped greatly. Axes are selected based on the criteria 
that they are the two most important drivers, but difficult to 
predict what values they will take. In each country, climate risk 
was selected as one of the two axes, and one other axis was 
selected. In sum the list was:

• climate risks (disruptions to agriculture, trade and 
economies) (small to large)

SCENARIO 4:
LOCALISED AND SUSTAINABLE 

This final scenario presents more of a world of circular 
food systems, diversified to provide healthy diets in 
more isolated regional food systems. Agriculture is 
more locally diverse, with more complex rotations, with 
mixed farming for nutrient cycling (including waste 
streams for local livestock and aquaculture). Because 
this system is more localised, the advantages of global 
competition maximising comparative advantage mean 
that the food system has to have efficiency built-in, 
rather than a focus on increasing only agricultural 
efficiency. Agriculture policy is driven by nutritional 
needs not economic growth considerations. Health 
costs are avoided, through emphasis on ‘preventative 
health care’, and, along with circularity, agriculture is 
more diversified and landscapes more heterogeneous. 
Food prices reflect the resources required to grow them, 
so environmental externalities are internalised. Because 
agriculture is more diverse, but food is less abundant, 
the value added by processing is relatively expensive, 
so people increasingly shift towards home preparation 
of food. The increased efficiency of the food system 
(people fed healthily per hectare) reduces food system 
emissions, globally mitigating climate risks. As with 
Scenario 2, more localised systems will exacerbate 
between-country inequality, which may lead to 
aggressive land-grabbing, or mergers or alignments of 
countries into larger local blocks (creating regionalised 
food systems, e.g. further EU integration). Additionally, 
food systems reflect more local climates/soil/water 
conditions, creating both greater seasonality of diets, 
and local specificity built on locally-adapted produce. 

SCENARIO 3:
GLOBAL, GREEN AND HEALTHY 

This is a world where globalised cooperation works, 
and supply chains are long (and climate agreements 
are cooperatively ratcheted-up). Commodity-crop 
agriculture remains the predominant mode of 
agriculture at scale, with nutrition added through 
biofortification during the processing that adds other 
pleasurable attributes technologically, but with fewer 
calories than the added sugar and fats in the scenarios 
above. Governments promote preventative health 
care, so people eat less and this reduces land-use 
pressure, and because climate mitigation happens 
more aggressively there are fewer climate impacts and 
less need for the extensive deployment of land-based 
negative emissions technologies, further easing the 
pressure on land. Intensification is important as land 
remains limited, but not to the extent of the scenarios 
above, because government incentivises lower waste 
(partly through shifting subsidies making food pricier, 
partly through waste taxes and food-carbon taxes). The 
shifting subsidies, and changing social norms, result in 
small-scale but intensive horticulture (including lots of 
urban and vertical farming) for high-value, nutritious 
crops, grown in the urban environment and peri-urban 
fringe. Large scale horticulture is increasingly adopted 
by technologically advanced, arid, states – where pest 
pressure is low and there are technological solutions to 
provide water (desalination,’smart’ irrigation). 

• land tenure and reform (little versus radical) (South Africa)

• technology innovation and adoption (weak versus strong) 
(Tanzania)

• market access and functioning from local to global (weak 
versus strong) (Zambia)

• policy alignment across agriculture, nutrition, environment 
trade and infrastructure ministries to deliver food systems 
outcomes vs policy incoherence arising from policy silos 
(e.g. export-driven agriculture policy that undermines food 
security) (Malawi)
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4. Utilising the scenarios for stress-testing 
decisions
Discussed above are two conceptual frames. First: the world 
is increasingly TUNA: turbulent, ambiguous, novel and 
ambiguous. Mega-trends that have shaped the world as we 
know it today are changing (e.g. economic and political power 
shifting from West to East, the multilateral cooperative world 
driving increasing globalisation coming under strain from 
competition between states and inequality). In addition, the 
growing fragility of the globalised world means disruptions 
are becoming more common: COVID-19, agricultural pests 
and diseases, climate shocks, people movement and so on. 
This frame suggests the world of the future is less likely to be 
a predictable extrapolation of the past, as it might have been 
considered a decade or two ago.

The second frame is that of the existence of a range of 
plausible futures; which might be shaped by new drivers that 
are likely to be important but are not currently predictable: 
changes in diets, changes in the ‘polarity’ of the world (e.g. 
the rise of China as a dominant power, or a more multipolar 
world with emerging powers vying for influence), climate 
risks, deglobalisation and access to markets and technology, 
structural changes around the access to and tenure of land, 
and more sophisticated policy frameworks tackling challenges 
systemically. Such a range of alternative, plausible, futures 
suggests a range of key questions for decision makers, which 
are discussed below.

If business as usual is unlikely: what will the future 
look like?

Given that the emerging drivers of the global and regional 
economies differ from the past, and yet the future is 
increasingly uncertain, how is it best to think about 
designing today’s policies? Decisions made today, based 
on looking backwards, may become less fit for purpose as 
the future diverges from the past. Whilst scenarios are not 
a means of predicting the future, the challenge of thinking 
about alternative futures, is a route to challenging simple 
extrapolation of the past that may not be fit for purpose.

If ‘black swan’ events are likely to happen, will that 
shift us towards a different future?

Today’s economies often seem impossible to change, 
because there is so much invested personal, political and 
financial capital in today’s way of running things (as well as 
planning for the future). Lower income countries are invested 
in replicating pathways to development that have allowed 
higher-income countries to achieve their economic success. 
However, as COVID-19 has shown, ‘business as usual’ thinking 
about development can be undermined by events. Whilst 
disruptions cane be painful, they also change the degree 

that the system is locked-in to its current trajectory. In some 
circumstances, such events can drive structural change 
sufficient to change the direction of travel. Recognition that 
such events occur, and will occur more frequently, reduces 
the degree that decision makers are locked-in, or constrained, 
towards believing the future is a simple linear development of 
the past.

Will today’s decisions play out well if the future 
changes?

For example, what happens if today’s policies are geared 
around increasing access to international markets if the world 
is entering a phase of ‘deglobalisation’? Scenario exercises 
help imagine different futures to ensure that today’s decisions 
do not lock the system into a pathway that is increasingly 
difficult to achieve. They therefore help develop robust, future-
proofing, of decisions given the uncertainty of the future.

Conclusions

To understand how best to develop local agricultural 
economies in the decades ahead requires assumptions 
– implicit or explicit – about how the world will “work” in 
future. This in turn requires some in-depth analysis of the 
plausible futures for how food systems, trade, economic 
development and societal values and functioning will evolve, 
to ensure robust decision making and to avoid planning 
on future developments that are not fit for purpose if the 
world changes. Will the world encourage much greater 
diversity of crops, fruits and vegetables, or will it focus on 
fewer and fewer commodities, which are engineered using 
de novo techniques (synthetic biology) or from gene transfer 
from other organisms? Will the world be unipolar (China?), 
multipolar (East vs West, North vs South) or a competitive 
hegemony, and how will that effect the movement of 
agricultural products across borders? Will trade be increasingly 
driven by profit, or will resilience and self-sufficiency in order 
to maximise security reduce the importance of long supply 
chains? 

Our exercise is to examine our assumptions of the future 
and through doing so design a range of plausible narrative 
scenarios about a world towards mid-century. We will then 
examine how alternative futures affects our thinking and 
decision making today with respect to designing our local 
agricultural economies and food systems. The aim is to 
develop an analysis to enhance the robustness of decision 
making to ensure we don’t lock ourselves into a trajectory 
that with hindsight we’d regret, and to enhance the ability 
to maximise the positives about the future, and minimise the 
negatives.
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Annex 2: Known knowns

• Demographic changes

• Institutional trust

• Capital accumulation

• Increased agricultural production from yield improvement 
This is good for biodiversity as less land is required

• Population growth and demand on food supply Divergent 
demands, lack and excess

• Competition for resources for food production War of 
resources Land grabs

• Exporting land rich countries will continue to do so and 
similar for land-constrained countries

• Religion – how culture and religion have an impact on 
demand Can supersede social trends Also influences 
production techniques

• Influence of large consumers such as China

• Climate instability Water challenges – excess and shortage

• Political instability

• Chemical use

• Food adulteration

• Subsidies and trade barriers GHG border adjustment

• Global trade

• Geopolitical tensions

• Emerging diseases

• The African population increase

• Increasing pressure for trade

•  Impact of wider ecological degradation

•  Most food consumed is not globally traded

• Change in trade quotas/tariffs/non tariff measures

• Governance – WTO

• Bigger rise in demand from Asia

• Climate change
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